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SCSU 2011: A year in review
Brenna Casey
BEAT REPORTER
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Burgers ready to be picked by students and faculty at the Garvey food center. Garvey has recently made vegetarian-friendly foods available.

HEALTH
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Senator Ejiro Newton-Denila delivered his opinion at the SGA
town hall meeting. Students protested the termination of Mahmoud Saffari.

PROTEST
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TUITION AND ENROLLMENT
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The $44.8 million building is scheduled for completion by fall of 2013.
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Spring Convocation promotes health and wellness
Michael Runyon
NEWS EDITOR
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Business year in review and what’s coming up this year
Michael Runyon
NEWS EDITOR

The St. Cloud business landscape has evolved over the last year. 2011 has been the witness of a markedly different downtown scene, upstarts taking off or crashing down, standbys falling off the radar and promises of new business. With the economy in turmoil, it’s no surprise that many businesses have fallen in 2011. What’s surprising, however, is that many businesses
have prospered in the choppy waters of 2011.

Businesses that prospered last year
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Biology 701
*QWTWOaQ[;\+TW]L¼[ÅZ[\4/*<NZQMVLTaJIZIVLTW]VOM7XMVQVOTI[\NITT\PM
venue has seen enough business to keep it from suffering the same fate as other businesses
that opened this year. The bar opened on the corner of 7th ave and West Saint Germain,
a place where a string of businesses opened and closed in quick succession. The corner
has witnessed the untimely demise of Quiznos, The Salad Bowl, The Coup De Grace and
>Q\IT>QJM[JMNWZM*QWTWOaWXMVMLQ\¼[LWWZ[*QWTWOaPI[[MMVILMKMV\IUW]V\WN \ZINÅKQV
2011 and it will be interesting to see what’s in store for the cursed corner of Germain.

Cherry Berry Yogurt Bar
Cherry Berry, located at 3701 W. Division St, is a new self-serving yogurt bar. What
makes Cherry Berry unique is its self-serving nature. Customers create and mix their own
frozen yogurt concoctions. Cherry Berry opened last fall and is one of two current MN
locations. According to Cherry Berry’s website, however, there are plans for six new Cherry
Berrys to be put in MN.

To appear this year

Who lost out in 2011
The Rox/Tavern
<PM:W`<I^MZVVQOP\KT]J_I[ZMXTIKMLMIZTQMZ\PQ[
summer by promises of the chain bar, Cowboy Jack’s.
<PM:W`<I^MZVLMKQLMLVW\\WZMVM_\PMQZTMI[M_PQKP
ended a local venue that had been in operation for years.
The country-western themed Cowboy Jack’s has also
seemingly run into some hard times as it was slated to
open sometime in August 2011, but has not yet opened its
doors. They have been working on renovations but have
not spoken on a new opening date.

16A7=6/+071);;<>1;=)4;-,1<7:

The country-western themed Cowboy Jack’s is slated to open in January. The bar and grill will be located
where the Rox once was.

Cowboy Jack’s opening
Cowboy Jack’s has been slated to open for most of the summer, but according to Jesi Mosny, the director of marketing
for The After Midnight Group which owns Cowboy Jack’s, “Construction took longer than planned, which pushed back
the opening date a couple times. We also wanted to wait until the time was right to open. We feel January is a great time
to open Cowboy Jack’s and are very excited to be a new part of the community.” Cowboy Jack’s will be a country-western
themed bar and restaurant. The only other prominent country-western bar is Rollies, which is located a few miles outside
of town.

16A7=6/+071);;<>1;=)4;-,1<7:
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NY Gyro is located at University Dr S and it is going to serve gyros. The building previously held
Subway.

Chipotle has been rumored to appear in the new
KWV[\Z]K\QWVWN \PMLW_V\W_VIZMI<PMKWV[\Z]Ktion has been ongoing since the summer.

NY Gyro

Chipotle’s debut

A New York-styled gyro restaurant is slated to open
at Ninth and University South. St. Cloud has seen a few
gyro restaurants including Mike’s Deli and the old hookah
bar, but what makes NY Gyros different is its location. NY
Gyros will be moving into where the old Subway was. The
only other restaurant in the south side neighborhood is the
Subway across the street.

4WVOIV\QKQXI\MLIVL_Q\PIVM`\MV[Q^MNIVJI[MZ]UWZ[
abound about a Chipotlé opening it’s doors downtown. Speculation points to them opening at the 400 block of 5th ave S, next to
the Coborn’s Plaza Apartments. There is currently one Chipotlé
in St. Cloud, located on the west side next to Hwy 15. The new
location would bring the mexican-themed restaurant closer to
SCSU.

<QW¼[ *]ZZQ\W PI[ ZMKMV\Ta KTW[ML Q\[ LWWZ[ ) NWZ
ZMV\ [QOV [Q\[ QV \PM _QVLW_ WN  \PM NWZUMZ UM`Qcan-themed restaraunt.

Tio’s Mexican Burrito
Many hailed the opening of Tio’s Burrito as a muchneeded change in the sandwich-dominated food scene in
downtown St. Cloud. Until Tio’s opened, there were three
restaurants - all offering sandwiches as their only menu
option. Tio’s was a locally run small chain with a store
in Alexandria and Fergus Falls. Tios closed late last year
amidst poor business conditions.

News
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Convocation
Continued from Page 1

Convocations are usually held
before each semester and are generally sponsored by the Center for
Excellence in Teaching and Learning. This semester’s convocation
was sponsored by CETL in collaboration with the School of Health
and Human Services, Counseling
and Psychological Services, the
School of Public Affairs, Student
Health Services and the Health and
Wellness Committee.
Lalita Subrahmanyan, the
director of CETL, said she was
glad about the partnerships, stating,
“The new school of health and
human services was formed and the
school of public affairs. These two
schools wanted to do something
that would help them be recognized
as new entities with a vision and
an identity. When I talked with
the dean of the health and human
services, she was willing to partner
with us along with a whole bunch
of other people and we got this
planning committee together. The
planning committee consisted of
an integrated planning committee
across the university.”
Subrahmanyan hinted at CETL
developing a year-round goal
instead of convocation preparation.
According to her, CETL is planning on partnering with the groups
that helped coordinate the convocation in order to host year-round
workshops and seminars. CETL
is also planning on working with
Outdoor Endeavors and the Rec.
Center.
Subrahmanyan said she hopes
to see more awareness about health
and wellness on campus with these
events, adding, “In the short run
we’ll at least see a greater awareness of people. It depends on how
many people come. Emails go out
to everyone so I wish to see a lot
more awareness on the part of
students, faculty and staff for the
possibilities of improved health.
We’ll have yoga sessions, we’ll have
mindfulness based stress-reduction
sessions. At the most I would love to
see people starting people participate in continuing such practices in
a deeper way.”
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Why you should care about SOPA
Molly Willms
COLUMN

Imagine, if you will: during a
time of civil unrest, when reporting of facts is vital to public good,
a major news source makes a
spelling error.
Imagine now that legislation
exists that allows the government
to shut down the newspaper on
these grounds, thereby cutting
the public off from this vital news
source.
In reality, we all know the real
reason for the shutdown is to protect the government from scrutiny.
But since one person, one time,
made a minuscule mistake, the
government is allowed to shut
down the entire operation.
That, in essence, is the Stop
Online Piracy Act (SOPA).
Remember the video and photos of the police pepper spraying
students at UC Davis? Remember
the videos of protests in Egypt,
riots in London and various instances of police brutality through
the years?
If SOPA passes, the government can keep us from seeing

these things. If one user of YouTube uploads a video that violates
copyright laws (say, a slideshow
that uses a popular song without permission of the copyright
holder), the entire site can be shut
down.
An elementary school student’s project, viewed by 3 people,
KIVJMR][\QÅKI\QWVNWZK]\\QVOWNN 
evidence of injustice.
SOPA essentially imposes
harsher regulations on usersubmitted content. It makes host
sites – sites like YouTube, Imgur
and the like – responsible for usersubmitted content.
The internet is largely free and
open. Sites like YouTube pride
themselves on being open to all
interested. Anyone can upload a
video of anything they wish.
While this does threaten privacy laws, it also ensures worldwide
communication. The advances
in networking and video recording technology have forced our
I]\PWZQ\aÅO]ZM[\W\PQVSJMNWZM
they act and take responsibility for
anything caught on tape.
But what good is documenting
injustice if no one can witness it?

The concept of the legislation
is somewhat sound: no longer will
violations of copyright law be
so rampant and easy to commit;
each site will be responsible for
the content it contains.
In reality, the problem is twofold. One, important websites will
go under trying to track down and
eliminate copyright violations. If
your site is designed to be accessible to literally everyone interested
in posting, violations will happen
left and right. Websites will have
to make stricter rules regulating the content and submission
of posts, turning people off and
making the sites harder to use.
Furthermore, as mentioned in
the anecdote, copyright violation
can be an excuse to shut down a
source of truth. If there’s something out there that will make
people mad as hell and cause
them to take action against the
government, all the government
PI[\WLWQ[ÅVLWVMQV[\IVKMWV
the site of one of millions of users
violating copyright laws.
A revolution quelled by a
formality.
Is this smart? Should we be

giving the government this kind
of power over the user-created
media that leads to our enlightenment of world events?
I’m not saying that Facebook,
Twitter and YouTube are responsible for the success of the Arab
Spring and Occupy movements,
but they’ve done a hell of a lot.
Without immediate word getting out, without video evidence
of atrocities and triumph, these
movements would not have half
the support and success they have
had.
The internet now stands as a
vital source for informing people
the world over. Information and
evidence empower.
Don’t give the American
government the chance to squash
opposition through a techinicality.
Don’t let the system muzzle
the very people it claims to be
serving.
,WV¼\TM\\PMK]ZZMV\ÆIUMWN 
worldwide revolution die out.
Full text of SOPA: http://
www.scribd.com/doc/70439321/
The-Stop-Online-Piracy-Actof-2011

The headlines and spotlights of MN 2011
Staff Report

When future generations look back to 2011
they will see it as a year that rattled headlines
and changed the way Minnesota thinks.
Political and unrest took center stage this
year as the 2012 Presidential Election was on
the top of everybody’s mind and the front of
every headline. In July, the government went
into complete shut down when Gov. Mark
Dayton and lawmakers could not reach an
agreement on budget issues. As a result, many
federal services became unavailable to Minnesota citizens.
Social unrest also took a front seat in news
headlines this year as the Occupy Wallstreet
movement spread across the country to many
major cities and universities. Minnesota followed suit when protesters began gathering
outside of the Hennepin County Government
Center in October. The focus of these protests

was to bridge the gap between the wealthy
one percent of the country and the remaining
99 percent. Though the protester’s tents were
taken down in the beginning of December, the
movement still acts as a strong voice for many
people.
On Minneapolis’ north side, natural
disaster claimed many homes when a series
of tornadoes swept through the area in May.
30 people were reported as being injured,
with one death. Three separate touchdowns
reportedly caused $166 million worth of damage to many homes, businesses and schools.
Around 200 people were displaced and forced
to move into relief shelters, and around 22,000
people were without power. The storm also led
to a curfew being placed into effect in order to
prevent looting of destroyed homes as well as
allowing workers to move easier.
7VMWN \PMTIZOM[\NWZM[\ÅZM[QV5QVVM[W\I
history rampaged across the Boundary Waters

area of Northern Minnesota. Caused by high
_QVL[LZa_WWLIVLTW_ZIQVNITT\PMÅZM
destroyed 145 square miles of forest in mid)]O][\<PMÅZM[XZMILZIXQLTaW]\WN KWV\ZWT
and caused the Boundary Waters Canoe Area
to be shut down for a short period of time, as
_MTTI[NWZKQVOUIVaQV\PMIZMI\WÆMM\PMQZ
homes. Gov. Mark Dayton issued emergency
orders to have the National Guard send in 300
XMWXTM\WIQLQV\PMÅZMÅOP\QVO
The proposed Viking Stadium, a consistently hot topic of debate, had several twists
and turns this year. Concerns being raised
about it’s location continue to be the main
focus of discussion, with prospective places
such as Arden Hills and downtown Minneapolis being the focus. The Vikings have shown
the most interest in the Arden Hills location,
however it has been met with heavy opposition
from many people in Ramsey County.

Business and Technology
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Technology

Where to buy books online
Hannah Swift
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

The start of a new semester is kind of like pressing the
“reset” button on life. There are new classes, new people to
meet, and the chance to start fresh.
However, there is one hiccup on the road to new-semester bliss, buying textbooks. Online textbook sellers may be
just the thing for a student on a budget. The following are
the main places students can search for textbooks, depending on their needs.

PHOTO COURTESY OF NJTECHREVIEWS.COM

Barnes & Noble

Barnes & Noble started as a brick-and-mortar store for buying and selling used textbooks. Today they are the biggest
bookstore chain in the U.S.
The company still lives up to its original purpose through offering an online store where you can buy, sell and rent used
and new textbooks. BarnesandNoble.com also offers users the chance to download e-textbooks to rent or buy.
1VWZLMZ\W][M\PMM\M`\JWWS[JW]OP\WV*IZVM[IVL6WJTMKWU][MZ[U][\ÅZ[\LW_VTWIL\PM6WWS[\]LaMZMILMZNWZ
their computer. With Nookstudy you are able to use the text on multiple computers, copy and print the e-textbook you buy
or rent.
Prices seem to be similar to other websites across their array of services, but you may miss out on some deals because
\PMQZXZQKM[IZMÅVITQMVWJQLLQVO
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Chegg

If you are look for a textbook middleman that has
an emphasis on philanthropy, Chegg may be perfect for
you. Chegg.com states that through its partnership with
American Forest Global ReLeaf Foundation the company
has planted over 5 million trees since it began renting out
textbooks in 2003. Renting books through Chegg can be
easy and affordable.
Chegg also sells used and new textbooks, rents and sells
e-textbooks, and buys books that you bought elsewhere.
The variety of extra services offered by Chegg could
help some students beyond textbook acquisition. The site
has course information (though not for SCSU at the time of
writing this article) which can help when selecting classes.
The site also has a homework help section where users
can search for answers to questions for a course they may be
taking. This feature seems rather unhelpful; students may be
better off just doing a Google search or seeking tutoring if
\PMaPI^MI[XMKQÅKY]M[\QWV

Bigwords
Bigwords.com is a site that searches textbook listings
online then does a price comparison. It is a useful place to
start if you don’t feel like going to every textbook website on
your own.
They take into account shipping costs as well as special
promotions and coupons.
?PQTM*QO_WZL[UIaÅVLaW]\PMJM[\XZQKM\PM\M`\
may not be exactly what you’re looking for if you care
about the condition of the textbook or whether it is an
e-book, hardcover, or paperback.They take into account
shipping costs as well as special promotions and coupons.

PHOTO COURTESY OF JASONFOX.ME

Amazon

PHOTO COURTESY OF INSTRUCTABLES.COM

PHOTO COURTESY OF FARM5.STATICFLICKR.COM

While Amazon.com may not be known for buying and
selling textbooks, searching on their website may prove benMÅKQIT)UIbWV[MTT[][MLIVLVM_\M`\JWWS[NZWUU]T\QXTM
sellers.
They also sell many e-textbooks, however these digital
copies can be nearly as expensive as used textbooks. The
Amazon e-textbooks are made for use on the Kindle, on a
PC, or a Mac.
<PMUIQVJMVMÅ\WN X]ZKPI[QVOM\M`\JWWS[Q[aW]_QTT
be able to download the book immediately after purchasing it. Also some e-books allow you to use the same book
on multiple devices at the same time. So a few people could
pitch in and everyone could have access to the book.

Half/Ebay

Half.com is owned by Ebay. Basically, Half is a wrapXMZNWZ-JIaAW]_QTTÅVL\PM[IUM\M`\JWWS[]XNWZJQLWZ
purchase on the two websites. However, Half is better for
searching for textbooks as it is more organized for students
TWWSQVONWZ^MZa[XMKQÅKJWWS[
You can sell and buy text books by searching for them
with the title, author, keyword, or ISBN.
Half is pretty much standard fare when it comes to buyQVO\M`\JWWS[AW]UIaJMIJTM\WÅVL[WUMLMIT[QN aW]KIV
bid low on a textbook, but the time constraint may not be
worth it if you need your textbook sooner rather than later.
While going to one of the local book stores may seem
convenient, it could be worth your while to search for
the texts you need on one of the following websites. So
never fear, you may be able to buy books yet, even on the
strapped, college-student budget.

PHOTO COURTESY OF JASONFOX.ME

Craiglist

Buying and selling textbooks on Craiglist.org can be hit
or miss. For the St. Cloud area there are few listings, but
the site changes on a regular basis.
A quick stop at Craiglist could be worth it, especially
if people are willing to negotiate prices. The selection of
textbooks was limited, but if you are taking general courses
aW]PI^MIJM\\MZKPIVKMWN ÅVLQVO_PI\aW]VMML
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Ways to enhance the college experience
Jarrod Wiggins
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When I was told I could write an opinion piece for the
University Chronicle I thought, “What the heck are they
thinking?” If you have ever read my blog, are a Facebook
friend with me, or follow me on Twitter (@JarrodWiggins)
you will know that my opinions and statements tend to
push the limits. I was also torn over what to write about.
I could discuss my personal life, share my political beliefs,
make a plea for a ‘booty-dropping club’ on campus, or
LQ[K][[Ua[\ZWVOLQ[\I[\M\W_IZL[[_MI\XIV\[1ÅVITTaLMcided that I should push myself a little bit and share some
SVW_TMLOMNZWUIÅN\PaMIZ[MVQWZ1_IV\\WLQZMK\Ua
advice, mostly, to the freshman on our campus.
+WVOZI\]TI\QWV[NZM[PUIVAW][]Z^Q^MLaW]ZÅZ[\
semester at St. Cloud State University. By now, you have all
[MMVaW]ZÅZ[\[MUM[\MZOZILM[.WZ\PW[MWN aW]_PWLQL
extremely well, great job.
For those of you who didn’t do well or have room for
improvement, take a deep breath. You will survive. I think
I can speak for many people across campus and tell you
\PI\aW]ZÅZ[\[MUM[\MZQ[\PM_WZ[\
You had no idea how college classes work, your mom
wasn’t there to wake you up for class each day, meeting

VM_NZQMVL[_I[IXZQWZQ\aIVL\PW[MTI\MVQOP\[WV6M\ÆQ`
Hulu, YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter didn’t help much
either.
Here is a nice little laundry list of advice for your second semester:

Evaluate your grades.

Look at your grades from fall semester and determine
if that’s good enough for you. If you didn’t get a 4.0, then
it shouldn’t be good enough.
I’m not a 4.0 student, but I strive for it. By aiming high
and focusing on my classes I generally do well. Figure out
why you didn’t get that 4.0.
,QLaW][\]LaMVW]OP'+IVaW]ÅVL\PMTQJZIZa',W
you go to class? We are all here for a degree. While it’s
appealing to go socialize, work more hours at your job,
or sleep, going to class and earning that diploma is your
number one priority.

Get Involved.

If you joined a club or organization last semester,
continue to stay involved. If you haven’t joined a club or
organization, you NEED to join something this semester.
Find a group tied to a hobby that you have, join an
academic-based organization, get involved politically, or

+XWFKHUVRQUHGHßQLQJEHDXW\

Meg Iserloth
GRAPHIC DESIGNER

From ridiculously embellished
W]\Å\[\WXZW[\PM\QKNIKQITJWVM[\PMZM
is no doubt that Lady Gaga has made
some of the more extreme attempts
to push the boundaries of beauty in
recent years.
Last year’s release of “Born This
Way”, which served as an inspiration
for many people all over the world
to really learn to love themselves for
who they are, became a huge step in
expanding the horizons of beauty in
American society.
Not only that, but the Lady Monster’s push for individuality became
such a success that Gaga-inspired
Youtube videos, Facebook updates,
Tweets and blog posts about individuITQ\aÆWWLML\PMQV\MZVM\ITTI\WVKM
ending 2011 with an optimistic new

look at self-appearance and diversity
in American culture and beyond.
Amongst all of the questions Lady
Gaga left us with in 2011, there was
one very important one people cannot
forget: what comes next?
Fortunately, the answer came
sooner than expected, even if it
wasn’t as outrageous as some of
Gaga’s stunts. Over this past weekend
another bold woman, Jenelle HutchMZ[WV\WWS[\MX[\WZMLMÅVMJMI]\aI[
one of only two openly gay women to
compete in the Miss California USA
pageant in its entire 60-year history.
Hutcherson said in an interview
with Advocate.com that she was surXZQ[ML\WÅVL\PI\\PMZMPILITZMILa
been LGBT girls who participated in
these pageants in the past, yet none of
them had admitted so openly.
“I don’t see what the big deal is
\W\ITSIJW]\Q\ÅZ[\º[PM[IQL¹1N 
these pageants really are about strong,
young women helping their communities and embracing who they
are… then I am exactly what they are
looking for. I am strong and I want to
help my community and I am doing
exactly that.”
Though it certainly made headlines, Hutcherson’s proud LGBT
identity wasn’t the only trait that set
her apart from the rest of the beauty
queens. No, Hutcherson also decided

to be the pageant’s combo breaker
in her clothing style as well, sporting
Å^M\I\\WW[[M^MZITXQMZKQVO[IVLI
tall, black mohawk before the pageant
even began.
During the contest, the bold
26-year-old wore a tuxedo instead
of a gown in the formal part of the
pageant. By breaking out of the
mold, Hutcherson hoped to represent
all corners of Long Beach’s diverse
community on stage by “bringing a
platform of anti-bullying and equality
within a diverse community,” she told
Advocate.com.
Like anything, these challenges
to America’s norms are not always
received well, and there have certainly been many ill-words said about
Hutcherson’s approach. However,
PMZKWVÅLMVKMIVLWX\QUQ[UNWZ\PQ[
year’s pageant still shine through it all.
“You cannot make everyone
happy,” Hutcherson said to Advocate.
com. “If anything, I did this for me,
to make me happy. Turns out a whole
bunch of other people thought it was
a great idea too.”
4W^MQ\WZPI\MQ\)UMZQKI¼[LMÅVQtion of beauty is becoming more and
more diverse by the day, slowly opening its horizons to include the odds
and ends of society and everyone in
between.

ÅVL[WUM\PQVOVM_IVLZIVLWU\WTMIZV?Q\PW]\JMQVO
pushy, I would recommend that you visit the University
8ZWOZIUUQVO*WIZL=8*WNÅKM1\¼[TWKI\MLQV)\_WWL
They have a variety of committees and plan Atwood After
Dark, Celebrate St. Cloud, bring musicians to campus,
JWWSIZ\Q[\[NWZ\PMIZ\OITTMZa[PW_\PMÅTU[QV)\_WWL
and bring you Huskies Got Talent in February (which I will
JMKWPW[\QVO>Q[Q\\PMQZWNÅKM\MTT\PMU2IZZWL[MV\aW]
IVL\PMa¼TTÅVLIKWUUQ\\MMNWZaW]1N =8*Q[V¼\NWZaW]
^Q[Q\;QLM[\ZMM\VM`\_MMS1\¼[IOZMI\_Ia\WÅVLIOZW]X
to get involved with for spring semester.

Go to the gym.

Not only will this help keep the second half of that
freshman 15 off, but it will also help with stress relief.
Whenever I get frustrated with a class or a professor, I go
Z]VAW]KIVX]ZKPI[MIÅ\VM[[XI[[QV0ITMVJMKS0ITT
I’d recommend the bundle pack with the Group Fitness
classes. The classes are fun and a different kind of challenge.
With that, I’ll wrap it up. 600 words are not enough for
me. I’m proud to have you as a fellow SCSU Husky. Good
luck during this next semester. Your journey here at SCSU
is only going to get better.

Quote of the Day

“Make new mistakes.

Make glorious, amazing
mistakes. Make mistakes
nobody’s ever made before.
Don’t freeze, don’t stop,
don’t worry that it isn’t
good enough, or it isn’t perfect, whatever it is: art, or
love, or work or family or
life.
Whatever it is you’re scared
of doing, do it.
Make your mistakes, next
year and forever.”
Neil Gaiman

Those who use their manners deserve a ‘thank you’
Lauren Willms
ONLINE EDITOR

“Please. Thank you. You’re welcome.
-`K][MUMº1ÅVLQ\LQNÅK]T\\WZMUMUJMZ
the last time manners were fully used in an
every day conversation or situation.
The way I was raised, not using your
manners during any conversation with any
person was not an option.
Since my youth, I have noticed an incredible decrease in the amount of people
who use manners while dealing with customers, clerks, passers-by, and even family.
What happened to the days where not
holding the door was rude? When saying
please and thank you rolled naturally off
of the tongue of those providing public
service, or just as a common courtesy?
Too many times have I been in stores
or restaurants and experienced general
discourtesy such as not being addressed by
an employee when I approach a register or
hearing the words “no problem” or “yup”,

rather than “your welcome” after I have
just dined and left a generous tip.
Having worked in retail for over three
years, I had the dubious pleasure of providing consumers with the service offered by
the company at which I worked.
To me, using words such as “hello”
and “you’re welcome” came naturally. It
_I[UaL]\aI[IVMUXTWaMM\WZMÆMK\\PM
caring nature of my employer upon my
customers.
Since my company issued my checks, I
_I[N]TÅTTQVO_PI\1\PW]OP\_MZMOMVMZIT
expectations of me as an associate.
Not only did this improve my interactions with customers, but made me feel as
though I was performing tasks to personal
standards as well as company.
This brings up the theory that happiness is contagious. I understand that it is
impossible to be happy all the time, but
even starting a conversation with a customer who had a bad day at work or a
ZW]OP\QUMI\PWUMKIVUISMI[QOVQÅKIV\
difference in one’s day.

Being polite in a business setting should
JMUIVLI\WZaVW\WVTaNWZ\PMJMVMÅ\KWVsumers but for the clerks as well.
Being nearly hit in the face by a door
that someone has passed through and
thoughtlessly allowed to slam is a common
experience. Or when a fellow pedestrian
runs into me and nearly knocks me off my
feet without so much as an “excuse me” or
“I’m sorry”.
How has it become too much of an effort to simply say these words after one has
potentially hurt another?
When I stand outside for an uncomfortable amount of time to politely hold the
door for a fellow walker, I expect at least
some acknowledgement.
I don’t understand how saying “thank
you” isn’t a habit. How much energy does
it really take to thank another human being
for displaying common courtesy?
It hurts me to see those who order food
or service and begin with a “gimme-a” or
an “I want a” rather than a “may I please
have?”.

Having worked in food service, I know
that while workers may feel like nonhuman slaves, they are not, and I believe
that most would like to be referred to as a
human being, with the use of manners.
This is not to say that no one uses manners.
Plenty of people use manners, thus creating a more polite society. If you believe
that you are polite and use your manners in
everyday situations, I tip my hat to you.
If you don’t use manners, if you shove
without saying a word, provide no greeting for a customer, or simply don’t use the
words “please” or “thank you”, give it a
shot.
Hello, how are you? Let me hold the
door for you. Excuse me. Could you please
use your manners today? Thank you.
You’re welcome.
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UPCOMING
EVENTS
Monday Night Jazz at The
Pioneer Place, Monday, Jan. 9
at 8 p.m.
Jeff Louhas Art Exhibit in
The Atwood Memorial Center
Gallery, Monday, Dec. 5 Thursday, Jan. 12
British Invaded ... America
Fought Back at the Pioneer
Place, Monday, Jan. 9 through
Wednesday, Jan. 11
at 7:30 p.m.
Julie Reeve and Janine
Irisarri Art Exhibit in the
Atwood Memorial Center
Ballroom Dec. 9 - Jan. 19
Justin Ploof at the Veranda
Lounge Thursday, Jan. 13
at 9 p.m.
Scott and Lou at the Veranda
Lounge, Thursday, Jan. 13
at 6 p.m.
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Gast, Michelle blend all types of jazz
Chelsea Christman

Wolverines Trio and her
career took off afterward.
;QVKMPMZÅZ[\[QVOing
debut, Michelle has
Jazz, a type of music
gained success.
best known for its blue
“I got an agent from
notes and improvisation,
Barcelona in 1998, and I
is the centerpiece of Kim
go on tours once or twice
Gast’s passion. A SCSU
a year throughout cities in
professor for 24 years,
Spain,” she explained.
Gast is the director of
Gaining recognition in
the jazz groups, and he
\PMRIbbÅMTL5QKPMTTMPI[
teaches a variety of music
IT[WXZWL]KMLW^MZÅ^M
classes, including jazz
albums in her 21 years of
history and jazz improsinging.
visation. Gast is also the
“I met Kim years ago,
saxophone teacher, holdand I was excited to be
ing a doctorate degree in
part of the group,” MiSaxophone Performance.
“Jazz is restless, always chelle said of the band.
Started in 1994, The
changing and taking in
Twin Cities Jazz Imports
elements from around
have performed a series
the world. Jazz absorbs
of events over the years.
musical elements from all
_WZTLK]T\]ZM[IVLZMÆMK\[ With jazz sessions once a
month, Charmin and the
the diversity of American
group have played at The
society,” Gast said.
Radisson, Stone House in
Dedicated to his
music, Gast has worked in St. Joseph, The Pioneer
Place, The Paramount
the Twin Cities, playing
Theatre, and The White
his saxophone and buildHorse, but they have
ing a network of other
moved to a new location
musicians. Befriending
fellow musicians, he chose in 2012.
“We have jazz sessions
certain comrades to start
on the second Friday of
a jazz group called The
every month, and this
Twin Cities Jazz Imports,
year we are performing
based on the fact of
at The House of Pizza,”
importing musicians from
Gast said.
the metropolitan area.
Located in Sartell,
One member, CharThe House of Pizza is a
min Michelle, is the guest
newly expanded restausinger from Minneapolis.
rant with acclaimed pizza.
As a professional jazz vocalist since 1991, Michelle Gast’s group performs in
the new bar area.
has been involved in
“The group gives
multiple groups throughout her career. Falling into me an opportunity to
develop as a player and
jazz after being classically
\ZIQVMLQVXQIVWÆ]\MIVL provides live jazz to the
St. Cloud Community
^QWTQV5QKPMTTM_I[ÅZ[\
and students,” said Gast.
a back-up singer for Jessie
He commits himself to
Johnson’s jazz group. She
teaching as well as The
was then hired by the
BEAT REPORTER

Ann DuHamel, Guest Piano
Recital at the Performing Arts
Center Rectial Hall, Friday,
Jan. 13 at 7 p.m.
Steve Howard: Hillbilly
Music for the Soul at The
Local Blend, Friday,
Jan. 13 at 8 p.m.
The Tex Pistons at the
Pioneer Place, Saturday,
Jan. 14 at 7:30 p.m.

we are so very grateful for
their help. It has enabled
us to share with students
and the community a
music that is treasured
worldwide but made in
America,” said Gast.
Michelle was grateful for the opportunity as
well.
“I’m really happy to
have a supportive fan
base, and I enjoy performing with the Jazz Imports.
I thank everyone for
supporting live jazz, for
donating, and giving us
grants,” she said.
Stop by The House of
Pizza on Friday, Jan. 13 to
enjoy live jazz while dining. Gast’s group will perform from 7 p.m. to 8:30
p.m., offering a chance

to experience a unique
form of music locally.
Every second Friday of
each month, one can get
caught up in the rhythms
of jazz music at The
House of Pizza thanks to
Gast’s group. The series
will continue until May
and every performance is
free of cost. The SCSU
Music Department, the
Central Minnesota Arts
Board, and the House of
Pizza sponsor Charmin
Michelle and The Twin
Cities Jazz Imports series.
For more information on Michelle and her
music, visit www.charmsongs.com or check her
Facebook page.

PHOTO COURTESY OF CHARMSONGS.COM

+PIZUQV 5QKPMTTM PI[ XZWL]KML W^MZ Å^M ITbums in her 21 years of singing.

2011 sparks movie madness for oscar buzz
Matthew Luczak
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Charmin Michelle and the
Jazz Imports at the Holy
Angels Performing Arts
Center, Friday, Jan. 14
at 7 p.m.

Twin Cities Jazz Imports.
Sometimes, like over winter break, students even
perform with the band,
creating an extension of
talents and combining
education with hands-on
experience.
“We will play a set,
and then the students
perform by themselves in
between the sets. I think
it’s great to get the kids
involved,” said Michelle.
Besides a combination of professionals and
students, fans can expect
both traditional and modern jazz from the group.
“I usually sing traditional jazz, but some of
the instrumental songs
have a more modern style.
The instrumental songs
really showcase the band’s
talent,” Michelle said.
She said they perform
about ten songs per event,
mixing instrumentals and
vocals. The Jazz Imports
will perform jazz from
the “old American song
book” like Billy Holiday to newer pieces like
Steve Wonder or Michael
Jackson.
The band plans year
by year with Gast leading them into different
projects. He balances his
band with his job, incorporating his passion for
jazz into his profession.
“I love teaching, and jazz
offers an opportunity for
lifelong learning,” he said.
The Twin Cities Jazz
Imports have also received
grants, including a grant
from the Central Minnesota Arts Board.
“They have consistently supported us and

It’s January and the Oscar buzz
is in full swing. The year of 2011
was full of movies that were just
good and not very many startled
and stunned like many of the last
year Oscar contenders. The year
just felt very bland with little sparks
of genius leaping through, making
7[KIZZM[]T\[LQNÅK]T\\WXZMLQK\
So in looking at what the
nominations might be for the
Best Picture award there were a
few mortal locks that should be
VWUQVI\ML<PMÅZ[\Q[¹<ZMM7N 
4QNMº\PMJZQTTQIV\ÅTUJaLQZMK\WZ
Terrance Mallick who also should
get a nomination for Best Director. “Tree of Life” was a genuine
UI[\MZXQMKMIVLUaNI^WZQ\MÅTU
of 2011 and it also won the Palm
d’Or at the Cannes Film Festival.
5W[\KZQ\QK[JMTQM^M\PMÅTU¹<PM
Artist” is the frontrunner for the
*M[\8QK\]ZMXZQbMI[QTMV\ÅTU
NZWU.ZIVKM\PI\\WWS\PMÅTU
world by force. Other likely contenders include “The Help”, “The
Descendants”, and “War Horse”.

Best Picture
“The Artist”
“Moneyball”
“Tree of Life”

Andrew Walesch at the
Veranda Lounge, Saturday,
Jan. 14 at 9 p.m.

“Midnight in Paris”

Christopher Laumb at The
Local Blend, Saturday, Jan.
14 at 8 p.m.

“The Girl with the Dragon
Tattoo”

“The Descendants”
“Hugo”
“The Help”

“War Horse”

When looking at nominations for Best Actor there were

many great performances, but few
transcended that and those include
Jean Dujarden, the frontrunner for
this category for his silent portrayal
in “The Artist”. Other top contenders will probably be George
Clooney in “The Descendants”
and Brad Pitt in the baseball hit
“Moneyball”. Though if I were
to give the statue now I’d give it to
Michael Fassbender for his daring
and breathtaking performance in
“Shame”, where he portrays a sex
addict.

Best Actor
Jean Dujardin - “The Artist”
George Clooney - “The Descendents”
Brad Pitt - “Moneyball”
Michael Fassbender “Shame”
Leonardo DiCaprio - “J.
Edgar”
In the nominations for Best
Actress the battle for the statue is
between three leading ladies. Meryl
Streep for “The Iron Lady” where
she portrays Margaret Thatcher,
Viola Davis for her fun and humorous acting in “The Help”, and
Michelle Williams for “My Week
with Marilyn” where she plays the
infamous Marilyn Monroe. My
vote goes to Meryl Streep for her
always excellent acting and Oscar
judges love the portrayal of real
people, especially one as controversial as Margaret Thatcher.

Best Actress

Best Supporting Actor

Meryl Streep - “The Iron
Lady”

Christopher Plummer “Beginners”

Michelle Williams - “My
Week with Marilyn”

Albert Brooks - “Drive”

Viola Davis - “The Help”

Kenneth Branaugh - “My
Week with Marilyn”

Rooney Mara - “The Girl
with the Dragon Tattoo”

Armie Hammer - “J. Edgar”

Glenn Close - “Albert Nobbs”

Best Supporting Actress

For Best Director I believe that
Terrence Mallick should get the
award, but many critics say that
Michel Hazanvicius will win for
ZMLMÅVQVO[QTMV\KQVMUIQV¹<PM
Artist”. Other top contenders
include Alexander Payne for “The
Descendants”, Steven Spielberg for
“War Horse”, and Woody Allen for
“Midnight in Paris”.

Best Director
Michel Hazanvicius- “The
Artist”

Octavia Spencer - “The
Help”
Shailene Woodley - “The
Descendants”
Berenice Bejo - “The Artist”
Jessica Chastain - “The
Help”
Melissa McCarthy - “Bridesmaids”

Alexander Payne- “The Descendents”
Terrence Mallick- “Tree of
Life”
Steven Spielberg- “War
Horse”
Woody Allen- “Midnight In
Paris”

For Best Supporting Actor the
battle for the statue is between two
elders of the screen Albert Brooks
for “Drive” and Christopher Plummer for the movie “Beginners”.
For Best Supporting Actress
there are again two battling for the
statue; Octavia Spencer for “The
Help” and Shailene Woodley for
“The Descendants”.
Though there are many more
awards given on Oscar night they

will all be a mix of the movies
already stated. Though this year
seemed less exhilarating than the
Oscars of last year, there always
can be excitement when it comes
to Oscar night. Hopefully with veteran host Billy Crystal returning to
the stage he can create more laughs
and fun than last year’s hosts. All in
all, still a quality year with quality
ÅTU[\PMN]TTTQ[\WN VWUQVI\QWV[
will come out Jan. 24 and the Oscar telecast is on February 26.

Marquee
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<PMVM_M[\»;PMZTWKS0WTUM[¼QVKT]LM[\WXIK\QVOI\UW[XPMZMIVLKW[\]UM<PMÅTU_I[ZMTMI[MLWV,MK

Latest Holmes movie is far from traditional
Molly Willms
MOVIE REVIEW

Conan Doyle it was not, but the latest
installment in Guy Ritchie’s “Sherlock
Holmes” movie series was worth the price
of the ticket.
“A Game of Shadows” picks up roughly
_PMZM\PMÅZ[\0WTUM[UW^QMTMN\WNN"?I\son is about to be married and Holmes is
up to his usual crime-tracking antics. After
a botched bachelor party, Holmes is hot on
the trail of Professor Moriarty, the classic
villain from the original book series. He
follows a camp of travelers, sabotages an
I\\IKSWVI\ZIQVIVLQVÅT\ZI\M[I_MIXWV[
factory in pursuit of his man. The eventual conclusion is one of literature’s best
NISMW]\["0WTUM[IVL5WZQIZ\a[XIZ\PMV

tumble to their death in the Alps.
1V\PMWZQOQVITÅTU\PQ[0WTUM[[VWJ
_I[[I\Q[ÅML_Q\P\PMKZMI\Q^MZMQUIOQVQVO
WN \PMKTI[[QKLM\MK\Q^MKPIZIK\MZ"\PMaSMX\
PQ[ÅOP\[KMVM[[QUXTMIVL\WIUQVQU]U
and most of his deduction was through science and logic.
In “Shadows,” the fan of Arthur Conan
Doyle’s series will be sorely disappointed.
0WTUM[PMZMQ[IVIK\QWVPMZWÅOP\QVO
and being tortured and relying heavily on
brawn. Rarely if at all does he apply his
background in chemistry, and he’s just plain
rude to his beloved Watson in not putting
any thought into his stag party. This is not
the Holmes I’ve loved since youth.
It must be said that the acting was
superb, as was the atmosphere and the cos\]UM[:WJMZ\,W_VMa2ZZMUQVLMLM^MZa-

one why he’s lasted so long in the business,
IVL2IZML0IZZQ[XZW^ML\PI\\PMIK\QVOVW\
the name recognition, is what’s important
to good acting in an important part. He
looked the part and his accent was perfection. Stephen Fry appearing as Mycroft
Holmes played his part spectacularly, even
if the characterization of Holmes’ brother
was way off.
Ritchie became slightly self-indulgent
during a shootout scene. He tried to hark
back to the good reception of the pier exXTW[QWV[KMVMQV\PMÅZ[\ÅTU"\PM[TW_UW
\PMU]NÆML[W]VL[\PMÅZMMNNMK\[IVL[W
on. This time, it was simply masturbatory.

The scene dragged on and showed unimXWZ\IV\LM\IQT[#]VTQSMQV\PMÅZ[\ÅTU\PMZM
was no sense of tragedy or suspense.
For the normal among us who haven’t
spent their youth idolizing the detective of
\PM[\WZQM[\PMÅTUQ[IOWWLIK\QWVÆQKS
with the right amount of humor and attractive scene design.
For faithful lovers of Doyle’s Holmes,
give this one a miss. Your frustration at the
artistic license taken by Ritchie and the
writers will override any appreciation you
KW]TLPI^MNWZ\PMÅTU

RATING:

PHOTO COURTESY OF DUHOKACAN.NET

‘The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo’ is highly visual. It captures mystery, thrill, and romance, as well as action. The new movie came out on Dec. 14

‘Girl with Dragon Tattoo’ capture multiple genres
Hannah Swift
MOVIE REVIEW

If there were a “badass” movie award given out at the Oscars, Rooney Mara would
win without a doubt. In the 2011 release of “The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo,” Mara
plays the role of Lisbeth Salander, a woman who will hack your computer, beat you up,
and ride away on her motorcycle without uttering a word.
“The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo” is a story which begins with the downfall of journalist Mikael Blomkvist, played by Daniel Craig.
While Blomkvist is trying to hold the pieces of his life and career together, the head of
WVMWN ;_MLMV¼[_MIT\PQM[\NIUQTQM[KWV\IK\[PQU\WÅVLPQ[UQ[[QVOZMTI\Q^M_PWVWWVM
has seen for decades.
*TWUS^Q[\IVL;ITIVLMZ\MIU]X\WÅO]ZMW]\\PMTWVOKTW[MLUQ[[QVOXMZ[WVKI[M
However, they start to realize not everyone wants them snooping around in family business.
<PQ[Q[V¼\\PMÅZ[\\QUM\PMQV\MZVI\QWVITTaJM[\[MTTQVOJWWSJa;\QMO4IZ[[WVPI[JMMV
made into a movie. In 2009 Niels Arden Oplev directed the original, Swedish version of
\PMÅTU
While the Swedish version and the Hollywood version share practically identical
scenes, there are some stark differences.
Daniel Craig and Rooney Mara take “The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo” to a new
level of intensity. Mara spent months preparing for the role of Lisbeth. She comes across
I[PQOPTaQV\MTTQOMV\KITK]TI\QVOIVLÅMZKMaM\[PMQ[[\QTTTQSMIJTM

Every scene with Mara is entrancing with the audience waiting on edge to see what
she’ll do next. She’s threatening in both looks and attitude.
+ZIQOJZQVO[I[QUQTIZ^QJM\W\PQ[ÅTU[QUQTIZ\W\PMWVMPMJZW]OP\I[2IUM[*WVL
His character is smart, a bit old-school and fearless. Craig is the perfect compliment to
Mara’s dark performance, and their on-screen relationship is vibrant.
¹<PM/QZT_Q\P\PM,ZIOWV<I\\WWºQ[I^QWTMV\ÅTU7VMWN \PMXQVVIKTM[KMVM[QV
the movie is also the most graphic. Lisbeth Salander is dealing with her social worker
who likes to blackmail his charges into giving him sexual favors. She heads to his apartment one night in order to get money from him, but he handcuffs her to a bed and then
proceeds to violently rape her.
I’m not one for spoilers in movie reviews, but it is important to know what you’re get\QVOaW]Z[MTN QV\WQN aW]OW\W[MM\PQ[ÅTU
The American version of “The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo” is highly visual. It
embraces the essence of Sweden during the wintertime with its snowy landscapes. The
KPIZIK\MZ[IKKMV\[IZMOWWLMVW]OP_PMZM\PMaLWV¼\LQ[\ZIK\NZWU\PMÅTUW^MZITTIVLIZM
IKWV[\IV\ZMUQVLMZ_PMZM\PMÅTUQ[\ISQVOXTIKM
<PMÅTUQ[TWVOZ]VVQVOPW]Z[IVLUQV]\M[J]\\PQ[ITTW_[NWZ[\ZWVOLM\IQT[)[
NIZI[VW^MT\WÅTUILIX\I\QWV[OW¹<PM/QZT_Q\P\PM,ZIOWV<I\\WWºQ[WVMWN \PMJM[\
<PMÅTUKIX\]ZM[\PMUa[\MZa\PZQTTZWUIVKMIVLIK\QWV\PI\UILM\PMJWWSIJM[\[MTTMZ
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Fashion trends of 2011 are ongoing
Chelsea Christman
BEAT REPORTER

With a collection of
UIVa\ZMVL[QV[XMKQÅK
[\aTM[IZMLQNÅK]T\\WKPWW[M
A variety of celebrities, from
Selena Gomez to Madonna
and Jennifer Lopez, designed
\PMQZW_VTQVM[KZMI\QVOV]ances of fashion styles that
came to the forefront of the
Z]V_Ia?PQTM[WUM[]Kcesses, like Jessica Simpson’s
[PWM[IVLW\PMZNIQT]ZM[
TQSMR]UX[]Q\[_MZMWJ^QW][
W\PMZ\ZMVL[[\QTTM`Q[\
First off, in 2011 the
\ZQJITTWWS_I[M[[MV\QIT
.MI\PMZ[N]ZIVLXI\\MZV[
were the main aspects of
\PQ[TWWS.MI\PMZM`\MV[QWV[
ÆW_MLQVPIQZIVLLIVOTML
from earrings and neckTIKM[<PMVI\Q^MIKKMV\[
of graphics and fringe were
XWX]TIZIT[W.ZQVOMLZIXML
from shirtsleeves, vests, and
JWW\[<PQ[VI\Q^MQV[XQZML
\ZMVLQ[[\QTTXWX]TIZIVL_QTT
KWV\QV]MQV\PMVM_aMIZ
;W]ZKM[[]KPI[¹>WO]Mº
also agree that knee-high

JWW\[\ZW][MZ[\]VQK[X]VS
rock styles, and sparkles were
XZM^ITMV\QV3VMMPQOP
boots are still a wonder, especially paired with leggings
IVL[PWZ\LZM[[M[<PMÆW_QVO\]VQKTWWSQ[IT[WOIQVQVO
ILUQZI\QWV
7VM[PW]TLMZVMIZTa [
style shirts and sweatshirts or
horizontally wide tops with
large arm spaces are now
KWUUWVKZMI\QVO\PM\]VQK
IXXMIZIVKM0QOP_IQ[\ML
\ZW][MZ[IVL\ZW][MZRMIV[
[TQUUMLLW_VÅO]ZM[IVL
_MZM][]ITTaXIQZML_Q\P
JMT\[<PMX]VSZWKSTWWS
from short, spiky, and sharp
IVOTMLPIQZK]\[\WUQTQ\IZa
boots, was an edgy trend
IT[W4MI\PMZRIKSM\[_Q\P
U]T\QXTMbQXXMZ[TIKML]X
boots, and dark tones provided the intense basics for
\PMTWWS
Sparkles add pizazz and
OTQ\b\WIVaKTW[M\;MY]QV[
IVLOTQ\\MZJZQOP\MV]X\IVS
tops, shoes, and all varieties
WN [PQZ\[IVLLZM[[M[<PMa
made a comeback in any
NWZUWN NI[PQWV+T]\KPM[

Aquarius: 1/20 - 2/18

Spring  cleaning  is  in  order  for  
you.  Get  rid  of  some  old  junk.  

Pisces: 2/19 - 3/20

Stay  single  and  focus  on  
yourself.  Love  will  come  to  
you  in  due  time.
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807<7+7=:<-;A7.?75)684)+-6-<

The tribal look was very popular for fashion trends
in 2011 including feathers, furs and patterns.

807<7+7=:<-;A7..);0176+:)B+75

Clutches, high heels, earings, tank tops, and popular brands of jeans utilized sparkles in 2011.
high heels, earrings, tank
\WX[IVLUWZM]\QTQbML
[XIZSTM[7N KW]Z[MRMIV[
like Miss Me and Rock
:M^Q^ITJZIVL[][M[XIZSTM[
[\]L[IVLJTQVOWV\PMJIKS
XWKSM\[I[_MTT
<PIVS[\WM`\ZMUM
]VQY]MKPWQKM[Ja4ILa
Gaga and Nikki Minaj,
_MQZLW]\Å\[OIQVMLNIUMQV
\PMXI[\aMIZIT[W<]\][IVL
IVQUITXZQV\[_MZM[]LLMVTa
U][\PI^M[8ZQV\[_MZM
]JQY]Q\W][)VQUITXZQV\[
like leopard, cheetah, and zebra, and patterns like stripes
were available in everything,
QVKT]LQVO[PQZ\[LZM[[M[
[PWM[PIVLJIO[IVLRM_MTZa
)KKWZLQVO\W\PM¹4W[
)VOMTM[<QUM[ºPW\P]M[
N]ZNMI\PMZ[IVL[PWKSIVL
I_MW]\Å\[_MZMQZZM[Q[\QJTM
I[_MTT*ZQOP\VMWVKWTWZ[
_MZMXZM[MV\WV\PMZ]V_Ia
in dresses, jeans, and accessoZQM[_PQKP_QTTKWV\QV]MQV\W
[XZQVO+WTWZMLLMVQU
QV[PILM[TQSMX]ZXTMIZM
M^MVI^IQTIJTMI\[\WZM[[]KP
I[/IX8QMKQVO\WOM\PMZ
U]T\QXTMXZQV\[_I[IKKMX\-

Tips to saving money in
new semester, new year

Aries: 3/21 - 4/19

Make  your  New  Years  
Resolution  to  not  taking  things  
for  granted  in  life.  

Samantha South
MARQUEE EDITOR

Taurus 4/20 - 5/20

Your  voice  is  meant  to  be  
heard.  Be  loud  and  stand  up  for  
yourself.  

Gemini: 5/21 - 6/21

Rethink  how  much  time  you  
have  in  a  day.  Start  planning  
out  the  most  important  events.  
Time  management  is  key.

Cancer: 6/22 - 7/22

Give  your  thoughts  some  time.  
Don’t  jump  to  conclusions  so  
quickly.  

Leo: 7/23 - 8/22

Make  some  improvements  in  
your  life.  Change  is  not  always  
bad.  

Virgo: 8/23 - 9/22

Families  are  not  always  hard  to  
deal  with.  Look  into  spending  
some  extra  time  with  them.

<PM0WTQLIa[PI^MXI[[ML
and wallets are feeling a bit
WV\PMMUX\a[QLMAM\OM\\QVO
JIKSQV\W[I^QVOUWVMaKW]TL
JMIVMI[QMZ6M_AMIZ[:M[WT]\QWV\PIVUW[\\PQVS
?PMV\PM0WTQLIa[MI[WV
KWUM[IZW]VL[I^QVOUWVMa
is nearly impossible, especially
NWZ][KWTTMOM[\]LMV\[6W_
that a new semester and a
VM_aMIZPI^MJMO]VTWWSQVO
IPMIL\WX]\UWVMaI[QLM
[MMU[LQNÅK]T\AM\\PMZMIZM
4]KaQ[IaMIZWTL*TIKS4IJUQ`IVLQ[[XIaML;PM
more than a few ways to get
KIUM\W\PM[PMT\MZJMKI][MPMZIL^MV\]ZW][XMZ[WVITQ\a\WWSPMZ started in the money saving
ITQ\\TM\WWNIZNZWUPWUM6W_[PM¼[WV\PMP]V\NWZIPWUM_Q\P XZWKM[[
INMVKMLQVaIZL)[QN JMQVO[]XMZ[UIZ\Q[V¼\MVW]OP[PMSVW_[
<W[\IZ\\PQ[UWVMa[I^[Q\[\IaPMMTIVLKWUM4]KaQ[^MZa_MTTUIVVMZMLIVLJMaWVL ing lifestyle, look into saving
INNMK\QWVI\M4]KaTW^M[OWQVO\W\PMTISMQV\PM[]UUMZIVL
UWVMaWVM^MZaLIaQ\MU[
XTIaQVO_Q\PM^MZaSQVLWN \WaJ]\Q[ITQ\\TM]VMI[aQV\PMKIZIVL 0I^QVOM`\ZIKI[PNWZW\PMZ
KPI[M[KI\[[WINMTQVMNZMMPWUMQ[IL^Q[ML
][M[[]KPI[JQTT[IVL[KPWWT
_QTTTM\KWTTMOM[\]LMV\[PI^M
some leeway for the rest of the
[MUM[\MZ
We all know that Spring
*ZMISQ[KWUQVO]X#[WPI^QVO
[WUMM`\ZIKI[P[I^ML]X_QTT
PMTXNZWUXT]UUM\QVOQV\W
LMJ\IN\MZ?PM\PMZQ\¼[NWZ
XIaQVOWNN \PW[M]VVMKM[[IZQTa
PQOPJQTT[WZ\W[I^M]XNWZ\PI\
vacation, saving money can be
MI[a°QN aW][\IZ\VW_

Pets of the week

Libra: 9/23 - 10/22

Stay  away  from  organizing  
your  week.  Live  it  up  and  be  
spontaneous.

Scorpio: 10/23 - 11/21

Look  into  making  new  friends.  
Meeting  new  people  can  help  
\RXSURVSHULQOLIHDQG¿QGLQJ
a  job.

Sagittarius: 11/22-12/21
People  are  going  to  make  you  
angry  this  week.  Take  what  
they  say  with  a  grain  of  salt.

Capricorn: 12/22 - 1/19

You  will  get  stressed  this  week.  
Take  time  out  for  yourself.

able, no longer considered
\WW_QTL)UWLMTKW]TLMI[QTaOM\I_Ia_Q\PIÆW_MZML
top, an animal print scarf,
IVL[\ZQXXMLXIV\[L]ZQVOI
NI[PQWV[PW_QV
<PIVS[\W\PMZWaIT
3I\M5QLLTM\WV,]KPM[[
WN +IUJZQLOMIVLVW__QNM
WN 8ZQVKM?QTTQIU[WJZQM\a
IVL)TM`IVLMZ5K9]MMV¼[
designs made the trend list
WN ?Q\PIKTI[[a[\aTM
5QLLTM\WVJZW]OP\UWLM[\a
back to the fashion world
with elegant choices of shift
dresses, tailored coats, and
X]UXPMMT[*a_MIZQVOI
wedding dress designed by
*ZQ\IQV¼[)TM`IVLMZ5K9]MMV5QLLTM\WV[\IZ\MLI
KZIbM)T\PW]OP5K9]MMV
died last year, his fashion
TIJMTTQ^M[WV]VLMZIZ\Q[\QKLQZMK\WZ;IZIP*]Z\WV
5QLLTM\WVPMTXMLTI]VKP
5K9]MMVUIVQIJa_MIZQVO
UIVaWN PQ[OW_V[
*M[QLM[\PM*ZQ\Q[P
phenomenon’s designs and
native inspired trends, classic
XQMKM[ZMUIQVNI[PQWVIJTM
For example, skinny jeans,

lace, and yoga pants are still
PQX;WUM[\aTM[VM^MZLQM
providing a versatile clothing
XQMKM\WIVaWVM¼[_IZLZWJM
Other than clothing,
[WUMNI[PQWV[]KKM[[M[WN 
QVKT]LMLTIZOMPIVLJIO[[QUXTQ[\QKUISM]XIVL
JZIQLMLIVL[PWZ\PIQZ[\aTM[
0IVLJIO[_MZMLM[QOVMLQV
[aVK_Q\P\PM\ZMVL[;WUM
X]Z[M[IVLJIO[_MZMN]ZZa
sparkly, or had feathers and
NZQVOMPIVOQVOWV\PMU
<PMVM_UQVQUITQ[\UISM]X
showcased smears of bright
colors on eyelids and cat-like
MaMTQVMZ[\ZWSM[W]\NZWU\PM
KWZVMZWN MaM[4QSM_Q[M
PIQZ\ZMVL[^IZQMLJ]\JZIQL[
_MZMQV.ZMVKPJZIQL[ITWVO
the hairline and the mermaid tail side braid were
\_WWN \PMUW[\XWX]TIZ
styles, which will most likely
MVL]ZM;PWZ\XQ`QMKZWX[
like Emma Watson’s sleek
mane were dominant as well,
making short hair all the
ZIOMIOIQV
Many of the trends of
IZMWVOWQVO;XIZSTM[
NMI\PMZ[XZQV\[JZQOP\P]M[
braids, and more will remain
in the lenses of high fashion
KIUMZI[<PMUIOVQ\]LMWN 
NI[PQWV[XZW]\QVONZWU\PM
year is so far-ranging, almost
nothing is off limits, as
proved by the acceptance of
4ILa/IOI¼[¹NWWLKTW\PM[º
[]KPI[\PMNZQMLKPQKSMV
VMKSTIKM[7N KW]Z[MM^MZaone can choose a trend or
create their own, walking
LW_V\PMZ]V_Ia[WN TQNMI[
\PMQZW_VNI[PQWVQ[\IJ]\
the trends of 2011 are worth
[PW_QVOWNN

5MM\+ITTQMIUWV\PWTL[XIaMLKITQKWSQ\\MV;PMQ[I\\PM
[PMT\MZJMKI][MPMZXZM^QW][W_VMZLM^MTWXMLIVITTMZOa\WKI\[
0MZOWZOMW][UIZSQVO[IZMWVMWNISQVL +ITTQM¼[X]ZZJW`Q[QV
OWWL_WZSQVOWZLMZIVL[PMZ]J[IOIQV[\aW]ZTMO[\W[PW_INNMK\QWV1VPMZXZM^QW][PWUM[PMTQ^MLKWUNWZ\IJTa_Q\PLWO[IVL
W\PMZKI\[+ITTQM_I[IT[W^MZaNZQMVLTa_Q\PITTIOM[WN KPQTLZMV
<PQ[XTIaN]TNMTQVM_QTTJM\PMX]ZZNMK\ILLQ\QWV\WIVaPW][MPWTL
IVL[PMQ[XI\QMV\Ta_IQ\QVO\WJMILWX\ML\WLIa
8PW\W[IVLKWV\MV\KW]Z\M[aWN <ZQKW]V\a0]UIVM;WKQM\a

Books
*WWS[IZM\PW[MQ\MU[\PI\
aren’t really that expensive if
JW]OP\NWZN]VI\*IZVM[IVL
6WJTMJ]\NWZ[KPWWT\PMa
IZM\PMWXXW[Q\M?MVMML
books like we need food when
Q\KWUM[\WKWTTMOM<PMaIZM
ZMY]QZMLIVLIZMUW[\WN \PM
\QUMM`\ZMUMTaM`XMV[Q^M
<PMZMIZM_Ia[IZW]VL[\IZ\ing off the semester broke
JMKI][MWN \PQ[\PW]OP
Most bookstores on and
WNN KIUX][PI^M\PMWX\QWV
to rent college books needed
NWZKTI[[M[<PQ[[I^M[I\WV
WN UWVMa1V[\MILWN XIaQVO
$100-$200 for a needed book,
\PMaTM\[\]LMV\[XIaIZW]VL
NWZIJWWS\WZMV\
Another option is to share
with a classmate or friend
NZWU\PM[IUMKTI[[5W[\WN 
\PM\QUM[\]LMV\[QV\PM[IUM

major and minor will have a
TW\WN KTI[[M[\WOM\PMZ/WQV
WVJ]aQVO\PMJWWSNWZ\PM
KTI[[\WOM\PMZIVLÅO]ZMW]\I
[KPML]TMWN _PMVWVMWZ\PM
W\PMZOM\[\PMJWWS;\]LaQVO
for tests for the class together
_QTTM^MVJMIXT][_Q\P\PQ[
)TW\WN [\]LMV\[_PWPI^M
had the same class and can’t
sell the book back to the book[\WZM_QTTITUW[\IT_Ia[X]\Q\
]XNWZ[ITMWVTQVM)UIbWV
KWUIT[W[MTT[][MLJWWS[NWZ
M`\ZMUMTaKPMIXXZQKM[2][\
ZMUMUJMZ\WTWWSQV\WJ]aQVO
online books sooner than later,
so that they come in before
KTI[[M[[\IZ\
1N ÅVIVKQITIQL_Q\POZIV\[
and loans, is the primary way
[\]LMV\[OM\PMTX\PZW]OP
KWTTMOMTWWSQV\W\PMÅVIVKQITIQLTQ[\I\\PMWVKIUX][
JWWS[\WZM)[SQN aW]ZVIUM
Q[WV\PMTQ[\<PQ[KWUM[QV
PIVLa1N aW]IZMWV\PI\TQ[\
ÅVIVKQITIQLPMTX[\ISMKIZM
WN \PMJWWS[VMMLMLNWZaW]Z
KTI[[M[]X\W <PI\¼[ITW\
WN UWVMa[I^ML

Food
)[[\]LMV\[_MITTSVW_
what it’s like to eat Ramen
VWWLTM[XMIV]\J]\\MZ[IVL_QKPM[IVLKMZMITM^MZaLIa
AM\J]aQVOLMKMV\PMIT\Pa
IVLÅTTQVOOZWKMZQM[KIVJM
[QUXTMIVLVW\JZMIS\PMJIVS
8T][_Q\PITTWN \PMUWVMaR][\
saved on books, there is extra
\WPMTXÅTT]X\PMLWZUWZ
IXIZ\UMV\NWZI_PQTM
Create weekly budget
;M\I[QLMIKMZ\IQVIUW]V\
NZWUaW]ZXIaKPMKSM^MZa
_MMSNWZOZWKMZQM[3MMXQ\QV
a spot in the bank or a small
[INMQVaW]ZIXIZ\UMV\PW][M
WZLWZU \W I_MMSQ[
UWZM\PIV[]NÅKQMV\
1N [\]LMV\[_MV\OZWcery shopping once a week
QV[\MILWN _IQ\QVO]V\QT\PM
KIJQVM\[Z]VLZaUWVMa
_W]TL]T\QUI\MTaJM[I^ML
IVLPMIT\PaÅTTQVOOZWKMZQM[
_QTTJMIVWX\QWV?Q\P\PQ[
in mind, pre-plan which day
every week is grocery day, and
UISMITQ[\JMNWZMOWQVO1N 

\PMOZWKMZa^Q[Q\Q[[\Z]K\]ZML
and organized, extra spending
will be limited and money will
]T\QUI\MTaJM[I^ML
Go in on food
Spending a lot doesn’t have
\WJMIVQ[[]MQN aW]IVLaW]Z
ZWWUUI\M[PI^M[QUQTIZ\I[\M[
/WQVWVJ]aQVO\PMVMKM[[Q\QM[\WOM\PMZ<PQ[_QTTUISM
aW]Z[I[_MTTI[\PMQZ[PWXXQVO
KPMIXMZIVLMI[QMZ*]aQVJ]TS
when going in on these things
\PW]OP<PMaKIVOWNI[\

Limit going out
<PQ[Q[PIZL1SVW_AM\QN 
_MTQUQ\PW_WN\MV_MOWW]\
\WMI\MIKP_MMSWZOWW]\\W
the bars, a ton of money can
OW\W_IZL[\PI\;XZQVO*ZMIS
WZ\PW[MM`\ZIJQTT[8QKSWVMWZ
two days per week to go and
[XT]ZOMJ]\UISMIJ]LOM\WN 
PW_U]KPaW]KIVIVLKIVVW\
[XMVL1N OWQVOW]\Q[VMKM[[IZaOWW]\WV\PW[MLIa[WZ
L]ZQVO\QUM[_PMZM\PMZMIZM
[XMKQIT[WVNWWLIVLLZQVS[

Everyday needs
Shopping in general is not
cheap, so looking in to how
U]KP_I[[XMV\WVXZM^QW][
\ZQX[Q[VMMLML?ZQ\MITQ[\WN 
\PM[]XXTQM[JW]OP\NWZ\PM
PW][MIXIZ\UMV\WZLWZU
M^MZaUWV\PIVLKZMI\MIN]VL
NWZQ\;M\\PI\UWVMaI[QLM
IVLJ]aQVJ]TSIPMILWN \QUM
<QUM[XMV\I\\PM[\WZM_QTTJM
K]\IVLUWVMa_QTTJM[I^ML
<PM[IUMOWM[NWZaW]Z
W_V[]XXTQM[[]KPI[[PIUXWW[WIXIVLJWLa_I[P
Otherwise, create a weekly
J]LOM\NWZ[]XXTQM[I[_MTTI[
NWWL;_Q\KPQVO\WWNNJZIVL
[]XXTQM[\WPMTX[I^MILWTTIZ
WZ\_WM^MZa\QUMIT[W<PW[M
LWTTIZ[_QTTM^MV\]ITTaILL]X
QV\PMMVL
?PM\PMZQ\¼[UISQVOIJ]Lget or saying no to those extra,
not needed shopping days, savQVOUWVMaKIVJMLWVM5ISM
Q\I6M_AMIZ[:M[WT]\QWV\PI\
will help to save money for
those well worth it days, vaca\QWV[WZJQTT[\WJMXIQLWNN
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HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

2012-2013 SCHOOL
YearWe Are Leasing Now!
Guarantee A Great Rate!
Single Rooms Starting At
$275 On The Busline, Close
To Campus. Call Liz Today!
320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com/ce

FREE WI-FI!!!
Walk To Class! Across From
Hockey Center. 4 Bdrm
Apts. Now Renting 20122013 School Year! Off-Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

ONE, TWO, THREE
Bedrooms, Close SCSU,
320-251-8284 www.river
siderealestateprop.com

HOUSES HOUSES 20+
Locations 1-6 Blks
SCSU Dan 251-1925
mpmproperties.net

2 BEDROOMS
University Drive and Lakeside Apts,Close SCSU www.
riversiderealestateprop.com
Call 320-251-8284

SCSU HOUSES 4 RENT!
Open ‘11-’12
www.stcloudrental.com!

HOUSES AND APTS.
Now Renting “12-13”
School Year. Dan 251-1925
mpmproperties.net

WESTVIEW AND
University West Apts. 4
bedroom Apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Parking. 2 Blocks
To Miller Library. Avail.
6/1/12 Excel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

WE’VE GOT SPACE!
We have the largest 4
Bdrm Apts. near SCSU!
Free Wi-Fi, Free Parking!
Now Renting 2012-2013
School Year! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

3+4 BEDROOM
Apartments 4-7
Bedroom Houses.
Close To Campus. Call For
Specials 320-259-9673

UNIVERSITY APTS,
Large 2 Bedrooms. Close to
SCSU Also Studios, Ones,
Threes, 320-251-8284, www.
riversiderealestateprop.com

1,2,3,4,5 BEDROOM
Apartments For Rent Prime
Location! Specials On Rent!
Utilities Paid For. New Carpet!
Huge Kitchens And Family
Rooms. Individual Parking
Spots! Call 320-492-1230

FREE BASIC CABLE!
Heat, Water, Garbage
Paid! Free Parking Spot
Included. 1 Bedroom $500
2 Bedroom $550 Call To
Tour Today! 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com/fv

CAMPUS APTS. ON 5th
GRAB A FRIEND
Ave! 4 Bedroom Apts. Heat
Paid, A/C, D/W, Parking 1 And Leave Dorm Life Behind!
Come View Our 1 & 2 & 4
1/2 Blocks To Miller Library.
Bedroom Apts. and Single
Avail. 6/1/12. Excel Prop.
Bedrooms. Heat, Basic Cable,
251-6005
Trash, Water Included. Call
excelpropmgmt.com
Liz 320-217-4115
ww.northernmgmt.com
MAKE A MOVE TO
Kent Housing! Kent
HOUSES 3BR. TO 12 BR.
Housing.com or
Spacious. Great Value.1-6
320-252-5500
Blks To SCSU. Free Heat/
Parking Dan 251-1925
SAVE MONEY NOW!
mpmproperties.net
2 Bedroom $499. Free Heat,
Water, Garbage, Basic Cable
And Parking. Call Liz Today!
3+4 BEDROOMS
320-217-4115
University Place Apts
www.nomgmt.com
320-281-5170
www.universityplacestudenthousing.com

FIND A PLACE TO
STUDIO APTS. 400+
Rent
Or Post Rental Listing
Square Feet. Heat Paid, A/C,
At radrenter.com
Micro, Laundry, Parking 2
Blocks To Campus. Avail
6/1/12 Excel Prop. 251-6005 www.ivyapartments.com
3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments 2
excelpropmgmt.com
-7 Bedroom Houses
320-259-9673

SOUTHVIEW APTS.
Large 2 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, D/W,
Laundry, Parking Close
To SCSU. Avail. 6/1/12
Excel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
METROVIEW
One, Two, Three Bedrooms, Decks, Houses,
Heat Paid, Close SCSU,
HOUSES/APTS/
Rooms Avail. Now 1/1 And
1/15. 2-6 Blks SCSU Free
Heat/Parking Dan 251-1925
mpmproperties.net
SAFFRON SUITES 395
5th Ave. So. Eff. Apt.
Available Immediately
Next To Welcome Center
Phone 320-290-2128

HOUSING
STATESIDE APTS. ON
6th Ave! 4 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, D/W, Parking One Block To Halenbeck
Hall. Avail. 6/1/12 and
8/1/12 Exel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
MINUTES FROM
Campus! On The Busline.
Includes Basic Cable And Internet. Come Alone Or Bring
Roomates. Available Now
& Next Year! Rooms Starting At $285. 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com/us
HUSKYHOUSES.COM
7-10 Bdrm Houses! Avl
2012-2013 School Year
Free Laundry and Parking
320-761-0911 Ryan
2 & 4 BEDROOMS
Now Renting 20122013 School Year! Free
Wi-Fi & Free Off Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com
FEMALES AND MALES.
Private rooms in 4 bedroom
apartments. Heat paid, A/C,
D/W, Parking avail. Now
and Jan 1. E.P.M. 251-6005
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Sports & Fitness Columns
WEEK OF JAN. 9 - 15

BASKETBALL

M - Bemidji State University
Jan. 13, 8 p.m.
Away
Minnesota Duluth
Jan. 14, 6 p.m.
Away
W - Bemidji State University
Jan. 13, 6 p.m.
Away
Minnesota Duluth
Jan. 14, 4 p.m.
Away

HOCKEY

W - Minnesota State
Jan. 13, 7:07 p.m.
Away
Jan. 14, 3:07 p.m.
Away
M - Colorado College
Jan. 13, 8:37 p.m.
Away
Jan. 14, 8:07 p.m.
Away

NORDIC SKI

Hilltop Invitational
Duluth
Jan. 14-15
Away

SWIMMING
& DIVING
MSU - Mankato
Jan. 14
Away

TRACK
& FIELD

Bemidji State Multi
& Super 8 Open
Jan. 13-14
Away

WRESTLING
Northern State
Jan. 13, 7 p.m.
Away

University of Mary
Jan. 14, 2 p.m.
Away

Vikings will face a
long uphill battle
John Russett
SPORTS COLUMN

Just two seasons ago the Vikings,
led by Brett Favre and rookie of the
year Percy Harvin, were preparing
to face the New Orleans Saints in
the NFC Championship game. An
ill-advised throw across the body left
the Vikings out of the Super Bowl and
\PMaIZMK]ZZMV\TaKWUQVOWNN \PMQZÅZ[\
three-win season since 1984.
<PM>QSQVO[ÅVQ[PML_Q\PWVM
more tally in the win column than the
1962 Vikings team, which won only
two games. With the season over and
LWVM_Q\P\PM>QSQVO[ÅVL\PMU[MT^M[
with virtually no place to go but up.
The acquisition of Donovan
McNabb before the season began
showed that the owners, Mark and
Zygi Wilf along with the rest of the organization, were not anticipating such
a dramatic plunge to the “rebuilding”
status. In six games with the Vikings
McNabb threw just four touchdown
passes and two interceptions.
Not exactly the veteran presence
everyone was hoping for to show the
twelfth pick in the draft, Florida State
quarterback Christian Ponder, how to
succeed in the NFL.
Ponder, once given the starting job,
showed some signs of being capable of
leading the Vikings’ offense for years to
come. A lack of protection in front of
Ponder, however, left him watching the
game from the sidelines all too often
toward the end of the season.
Aside from Ponder showing moments of competence there are not a
lot of positives to take away from what
is now a lost season for the Vikings and
their fans. Adrian Peterson’s season
was ended when he tore his ACL and
MCL in week 16 against the Washington Redskins.
A week later running back Toby
Gerhart tore his MCL in a season ending loss to the Chicago Bears, who had
not won a game since quarterback Jay
Cutler went down.
In an effort to appease fans the
>QSQVO[ÅVITTaRWQVML\PMZM[\WN \PM
league by promoting Rick Spielman to
the position of general manager. SpielUIVVW_PI[ÅVIT[Ia_PMVQ\KWUM[
to assembling the roster. However, the
?QTN[[\QTTPI^M\PMÅVITKITTWV\PM
head coach and the head coach still
has control over his own coaching staff.
This move seems to have done little

PHOTO COURTESY OF THEVIKINGSHIP.NET

Donovan McNabb threw just four touchdown passes and two interceptions in six games with the Vikings.
else other than giving the organization,
as well as the fans, someone to blame if
\PQVO[LWVW\OW_MTTWV\PMÅMTL
?Q\PU]T\QXTMWVÅMTLQ[[]M[\WLMIT
with the biggest problem facing the
Vikings’ organization is not how they
will be playing their football games, but
where?
The Vikings’ lease with the Metrodome ends on Feb. 1 and they are not
planning on signing an extension or an
additional lease without some assurance that a new stadium will be built.
New stadium proposals have been
presented in abundance with very little
progress actually being made. Vikings’
ownership seems to be pushing for the
sight in Arden Hills but there are a
number of different sites that are being
considered.

In addition to the Arden Hills
sight other proposed places for a new
Vikings’ stadium include sites near
the Basilica of St. Mary, the Farmer’s
Market district, as well as the current
Metrodome site.
Governor Dayton has put a deadline on stadium proposals, saying all
proposals must be submitted by Jan. 12
in order to be considered for the next
legislative session, which begins on Jan.
24.
The Vikings have a lot on their
plate for the upcoming year, the least
of which is how they will rebound from
one of the worst seasons in Vikings’
history.

Making ‘new month’ resolutions
can help you achieve your goals
Hannah Swift
HEALTH COLUMN

One of the most common New Year’s resolutions is to
live a healthier lifestyle. For some their main goal may be to
lose weight, for others it may be to eat less sweet or give up
smoking. While these may all be worthy New Year’s resolutions, by the time February rolls around the “New Year =
new you” feeling is gone.
1N aW]\Z]TaNMMTTQSMPI^QVO[WUMPMIT\PIVLÅ\VM[[ZM[Wlutions you can stick to, try making sure they are realistic.
For instance, it may not be realistic to say you are going to
hit the gym every day for all of 2012. Perhaps a more shortterm goal that is attainable would actually kick-start you on
the road to a happier, healthier you.
One example of a short-term goal that any SCSU student can try is heading down to the Fitness Center for their
free week of Group Fitness classes.
If you are worried about making the commitment to
attend the classes for the entire semester, free week is a great
option. Students can test out as many classes as they like and
see if Group Fitness is right for them. The instructors for the
classes know that many people who come to free week are
“testing” their classes, so they try to make sure that everyone
has a good experience.
Another short-term goal that may help on the road to
better health is giving up one unhealthy item a day. For
example, if you generally enjoy a large, peppermint mocha
from Caribou everyday before class, try giving that drink up
for a simple black coffee or better yet, tea.
Not only will you save a ton of money, you will be able
to cut 200-300 calories out of your day.
If you are a person who loves to plan things, like me, try
making a schedule of short-term goals you’d like to meet
every month during 2012. January can be your month to

PHOTO COURTESY OF DAILYCALLER.COM

Second to water, tea is one of the world’s most
popular beverages and has almost no calories.
give up caffeine; February you can try going to the gym at
least twice a week; March could be the month you try to
walk everywhere you go, and so on.
Switching up your resolutions will help you keep them.
?PQTMQ\UIaVW\UISMLZI[\QKKPIVOM[aW]UIaÅVLIN\MZ
trying something for a month it is easier to continue doing
it.
In addition, you won’t stress yourself out because you
have to do something for an entire year.
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Football Season Review
Staff pick:
Top football story
of 2011 season
Originally published on
Monday, Nov. 14, 2011

Huskies win
against MSU
Moorhead 47-14
Ahmed Warraich
STAFF WRITER

<PM0][SaNWW\JITT\MIU_WV\PMQZÅVITPWUMOIUM
WN \PMZMO]TIZ[MI[WVIOIQV[\5QVVM[W\I;\I\M5WWZPMIL
5;=<PQ[_QTTQUXZW^M\PMQZZIVSQVOQV\PMZMOQWV
I[_MTTI[QUXZW^M\PMQZZMKWZLQV\PM6;1+<PMZM_MZM
IV]UJMZWN KWUU]VQ\aUMUJMZ[XZM[MV\I\\PMOIUM
\PW]OP\PMZM_MZMVW\UIVa[\]LMV\[QVI\\MVLIVKM
<WVa3]JM[[IQLIN\MZ\PMOIUM¹+WUQVOQVC\PQ[OIUME
_MLQLV¼\SVW_QN Q\_I[W]ZTI[\PWUMOIUM0][Sa[\ILQ]U
Q[IOZMI\[\ILQ]U#_MC[MVQWZ[EPI^MJMMVPMZMÅ^MaMIZ[
?MR][\_IV\ML\WKWUMW]\[\ZWVOKWUMW]\\WOM\PMZSQVL
WN JZQVOJIKS_PI\_MPILJMNWZM*MUQLRQ1NMT\TQSM_MLQL
\PI\\WLIaº
<PM0][SQM[_WV\PM\W[[IVLMTMK\ML\WSQKS\PMJITT
<PMJITT_I[ZM\]ZVML\W\PMaIZLTQVM7V\PMÅZ[\XTIa
WN \PM,ZIOWV¼[WNNMV[M0][SQM[OW\OWWLXMVM\ZI\QWVJ]\
_MZM]VIJTM\WJZQVO\PMY]IZ\MZJIKS3M^QV3WKPLW_V
3WKP_I[IJTM\WKWUXTM\MIXI[[\WOQ^M\PM,ZIOWV[\PMQZ
ÅZ[\LW_V
0W_M^MZ\PM0][SQM[[\WXXML\PMUWV\PMQZLZQ^MIVL
OW\\PMJITTWV\PMQZaIZLTQVM<PM0][SQM[¼ÅZ[\LZQ^M
TWWSML^MZa[WTQL][QVOIUQ`WN XI[[QVOXTIa[IVLZ]V
VQVOXTIa[:]VVQVOJIKSNWZ\PM0][SQM[5QSM?ITSMZ_I[
OM\\QVOOWWLaIZL[IVL0][SaY]IZ\MZJIKS8PQTQX3TIXPISM
_I[ÅVLQVOIUQ`WN ZMKMQ^MZ[\WOM\\W\PMaIZLTQVMWN 
\PM,ZIOWV[?ITSMZZIVQ\NWZIaIZL\W]KPLW_VIVLOQ^M
;+;=\PMTMIL
<PM0][SQM[¼LMNMV[M[MMUML]VZMTMV\QVO<PMaNZM
Y]MV\TaX]\XZM[[]ZMWV\PM,ZIOWV[¼Y]IZ\MZJIKS<PQ[
XZM[[]ZMZM[]T\MLQV\PM[IKSQVO3WKPNWZITW[[WN IKW]XTM
WN aIZL[NZWU_PQKP\PM,ZIOWV[NIQTML\WZMKW^MZIVLPIL
\WX]V\\PMJITT\W\PM0][SQM[<PM0][SQM[_W]TL\PMV
JZQVO\PMJITTJIKSQV\W\PMZMLbWVMWN \PM,ZIOWV[.ZWU
PMZM?ITSMZIOIQVZIVQ\QVNWZI\W]KPLW_V\WOQ^M\PM
0][SQM[I\W]KPLW_VTMIL<PM[KWZM_I[VW_
<PM,ZIOWV[TWWSML\WUISMIOIUMW]\WN Q\IN\MZOW
QVOLW_VJa\W]KPLW_V[MIZTa<PMQZY]IZ\MZJIKSLQL_MTT
\W[\IVLQV\PMXWKSM\]VLMZXZM[[]ZMIVLLMTQ^MZ\PMJITTWV
\IZOM\)KW]XTMWN JTW_VKW^MZIOM[ZM[]T\MLQVI\W]KPLW_V
NWZ\PM,ZIOWV[<PMa\WWSR][\XTIa[\W[KWZMI\W]KP
LW_VIVLUISM\PM[KWZM0][SQM[TMILQVO

0)66)0;?1.<;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Head coach of the SCSU football team, Scott Underwood, was named NCIS coach of the year.
<PM0][SQM[TWWSML\WIV[_MZ\PM\W]KPLW_V_PQTM\PM
,ZIOWV[TWWSML\W[\WX\PM0][SQM[¼XW\MV\WNNMV[M<PM
0][SQM[¼,IUWV<ZMI\UILMIKW]XTMWN JQOXTIa[WV\PM
LZQ^M<PM,ZIOWV[VMIZTa[\WXXML\PM0][SQM[¼WNNMV[M
JZQVOQVO\PMULW_V\WINW]Z\PIVLWVM,MMX_Q\PQV
,ZIOWV¼[\MZZQ\WZa\PM0][SQM[LMKQLML\WOWNWZQ\IVL
?ITSMZOW\\PMU\PMXI[[)N\MZ\PMÅZ[\LW_V\PMaZIVQ\
QVNWZI\W]KPLW_V<PQ[M`\MVLML\PM0][SQM[¼TMIL
<PM0][SQM[TQUQ\ML\PM,ZIOWV[¼WNNMV[MIVL\PMa_MZM
NWZKML\WX]V\\PMJITT
<PM0][SQM[UW^ML\PMJITT_MTT_Q\P?ITSMZOM\\QVO
UW[\WN \PM\W]KPM[JaZ]VVQVO\PMJITT0M_I[IJTM\WÅVL
XW[Q\Q^MaIZL[\PZW]OP[PMMZLM\MZUQVI\QWV3TIXPISM_I[
IOIQVIJTM\WÅVLLQNNMZMV\ZMKMQ^MZ[\WSMMX\PMLZQ^MITQ^M
IVLOM\0][SQM[I\W]KPLW_V<PQ[\QUM3ITXPISMZIV
Q\QV<PM0][SQM[_W]TLUQ[[\PMM`\ZIXWQV\J]\\PMJ]\
M`\MVLML\PMQZTMIL\W
<PM,ZIOWV[TWWSML\WIV[_MZ\PM0][SQM[¼LZQ^MJ]\
_MZM]VIJTM\WLWIVa\PQVO<PMa_MZM]VIJTM\WÅVLIVa
[WZ\WN ZPa\PU<PQ[_I[N]Z\PMZKWUXW]VLML_PMV\PMQZ
[\IZ\QVOY]IZ\MZJIKSPIL\WJMZMXTIKMLJMKI][MWN QVR]Za
*MNWZM\PMPITN\PM0][SQM[OW\WV\PMJWIZLIOIQV<PQ[
\QUM+PIL8M\MZ[WVZIV\PMZMUIQVQVOaIZL[NWZI\W]KP
LW_V)\\PMPITN\PM0][SQM[PILIKWUNWZ\IJTMTMIL
<PM[MKWVLPITN [\IZ\ML_Q\P0][SQM[¼WNNMV[MTWWSQVO\W
XQKS]X_PMZM\PMaPILTMN\WNN?Q\P\PMTMIL0][SQM[\WWS
W]\\PMQZ[\IZ\QVO9*IVL*IZL5MILMTWWSML\WXZW^QLM\PM
KWV\QV]Q\a\W\PMWNNMV[M<PMÅZ[\XTIa_I[IZ]VXTIaNZWU
\PMTQVMWN [KZQUUIOMJa0][Sa)VLa.WTb<PM0][SQM[
ZIV\PMJITTUW[\WN \PMLZQ^MIVLQV\PMMVL4W^MTT/]V
ZIVQ\QVNWZI\W]KPLW_V\WM`\MVL\PM0][SQM[¼TMIL
<PM,ZIOWV[¼WNNMV[MTWWSML\WOM\[WUMXW[Q\Q^MXTIa[
WV\PMJWIZLI[Z]VVQVOJIKS4]KQW][?M[\TWWSML\W\ISM
\PM[VIX[LQZMK\Ta*]\IN\MZ\PM\PZMMXTIa[\PMZM_MZMVW
XW[Q\Q^MaIZLIOMIVLIVMZZIVL[VIXOI^M0][SQM[\PMJITT

.ZWU\PMZM.TWbZIVQ\QVNWZI\W]KPLW_VIVLILLMLIV
W\PMZXWQV\[\W\PM0][SQM[¼TMIL<PM,ZIOWV[_MV\
JIKS\W\PMLZI_QVOJWIZLIVL*Za[WV8T]\IKIUMJIKS
QV\WXTIaY]IZ\MZJIKS<PM,ZIOWV[SMX\\PMJITTWV\PM
OZW]VL_Q\P?M[\LWQVOUW[\WN \PM_WZS
<PM,ZIOWV[M^MV\]ITTaOW\I\W]KPLW_V_PQKP_I[
Z]VQVJa?M[\\WX]\XWQV\[WV\PMJWIZLIVLUISM\PM
[KWZM<PM0][SQM[[\IZ\ML\PMVM`\LZQ^MJ]\/]V
_W]TLJM]VIJTM\WPIVOWV\W\PMJITTWVIZ]VXTIa_PQKP
_I[ZMKW^MZMLJa\PMLZIOWV[.ZWUPMZM\PMOIUM¼[W]\
KWUM_I[UWZMWZTM[[LMKQLMLIVL\PMÅVIT[KWZMZMUIQVML

)N\MZ\PMOIUM5QSM?ITSMZ[IQL¹+WUQVOWNN IVaTW[[
aW]IZMOWQVO\WZMITQbM\PM\PQVO[aW]KIV¼\LWIVLTI[\
_MMS_MLQLV¼\PI^MU]KPNWK][<PQ[_I[\PMJQO\PQVO#
NWK][IVLM`MK]\QVOIVL_MKIUMW]\IVLLQL\PI\\WLIaº
?PMVI[SMLIJW]\_PM\PMZPM_I[VMZ^W][NWZ\PMXTIa
WNN OIUMIPMILVM`\_MMSPM[IQL¹6WVW\ZMITTa_MIZM
OWWL\MIUIVL_MSVW_Q\1N _MM`MK]\M_MKIVXTIa_Q\P
\PMJM[\QV\PMTMIO]Mº
<ITSQVOIJW]\\PMOIUMVM`\_MMS<WVa3]JM[[IQL
¹?MOW\[WUMM`XMZQMVKM]VLMZW]ZJMT\J]\SQVLWN \PM
[IUMZW]\QVM#\ZMI\Q\I[IVW\PMZOIUM?MIZMOWQVO\WXTIa
Q\TQSM_MIT_Ia[LWPWXMN]TTaKWUMQVOM\[WUMPQOPMUW
\QWVOWQVOº
+WIKP;KW\\=VLMZ_WWL[IQLIN\MZ\PMOIUM¹?MIZMITT
[W]ZTM\\QVOWVMOM\I_IaNZWU][I_MMSIOWJ]\Q\Q[_PI\
Q\Q[º
<ITSQVOIJW]\QUXWZ\IVKMWN IPWUMXTIaWNN OIUM\PM
KWIKP[IQL¹?MKMZ\IQVTa_IV\\WJMI\PWUM_MPI^MJMMV
ZMITTa[]KKM[[N]TPMZMº
?Q\P\PM_QVW^MZ5WWZPMIL\PM0][SQM[[PIZM\PM
6;1+NWW\JITT\Q\TM_Q\P=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN 5QVVM[W\I,]T]\P
IVL=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN 5IVSI\W<PQ[UIZS[\PMNW]Z\P[\ZIQOP\
_QVVQVO[MI[WVITT]VLMZKWIKP;KW\\=VLMZ_WWL

=61>-:;1<A+0:761+4-.14-807<7

Huskies’ Andrew Elliott charges towards Bears’
James Peterson to block his path.

*1/A)8:),0)6;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Senior running back Dante Steward is attempts to make touchdown.

=61>-:;1<A+0:761+4-.14-807<7

Dance teams from both SCSU and MSU performing during the half-time break to entertain the football fans gathered at the Husky Stadium.
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Hockey
Continued from Page 16
suffering from injuries.
Daggit’s goal was assisted by junior Lisa Martinson
and sophomore Amanda
Monkman.
Molli Mott, a sophomore at SCSU, managed to
score another goal for the
Huskies at 10:12 during the
ÅZ[\XMZQWL<PQ[OI^M\PM
Huskies a 2-0 lead. It was
5W\\¼[[M^MV\POWITWN \PM
season; she was assisted by
forward Brittany Toor and
Cari Coen.
Alex Nelson, a junior at
SCSU, scored the third goal
for the Huskies at 15:51 in
\PMÅZ[\XMZQWL<PQ[_I[
Nelson’s fourth goal of the

season; she was assisted by
number 9, Haylea Schmid
and number 20, Julia Gilbert.
Ohio State managed to
catch up with SCSU, with
Buckeyes Taylor Kuehl,
Ally Tarr, and Natalie
Spooner hitting the back of
the Huskie’s net. Spooner
made Buckeye history as she
scored her 87th career goal,
breaking the Buckeye school
record. Spooner’s goal also
managed to tie up the game
3-3.
The Huskies were able
to pull the game together,
and Toor scored the winning goal for SCSU with

assistance from Abby Ness
and Katie Allen. For Toor,
this was her fourth goal of
the season and the 13th of
her career.
Husky goalie, Julie
.ZQMVLUILM[I^M[QV
Saturday’s game, with Ohio
State making 44 attempts
at the net. Huskies made
22 shot during the game.
0][SQM[_MZM^MZ[][
Ohio State being 1-4 on the
power play.
On Jan. 13 and 14
SCSU will go head to head
against Minnesota State in
Mankato, Minn.

LI SHIN LOO / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Katie Allen appeared in 35 games during her sophomore season. She helped
the Huskies to a victory on Saturday against the Ohio State Buckeyes.

Top Sports Photos of Fall 2011

BIGYA PRADHAN / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Sophomore Jasmmine Lee doing back strock on saturday at huskies swimming pool.

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

The Huskies rejoice when they tie points with the Marauders.

HANNAH SWIFT / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Lindsey McDonald holds a warrior pose
during Yogalates.

KIMMY LUKE / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Ben Hanowski is tripped by the opposing team.

VIVEK LAMSAL / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Kara Espinosa, the Forward for the Huskies, is preparing herself for a cross
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Women’s hockey splits weekend
Staff Report
SPORTS & FITNESS

Women’s hockey faced Ohio State for a weekend matchup on Jan. 6 and 7 at the National Hockey Center. The
Huskies lost Friday’s game 2-0, but were able to take a win
;I\]ZLIa<PMÅVIT[KWZMNWZ;I\]ZLIa¼[OIUM_I[IVLQ\
was the team’s second WCHA victory of the season.

Friday’s Game
The Buckeyes defeated the Huskies Friday. Natalie
Spooner scored the two goals for the Buckeyes in the second
XMZQWL;XWWVMZ[KWZMLPMZÅZ[\OWITIOIQV[\0][SQMOWIT\MVder Julie Friend with an assist from Ally Tarr.
?Q\P![MKWVL[TMN\QV\PMOIUM;XWWVMZUIVIOML\W
get past the Husky goalie yet again and score her 86th career
goal. It was a big night for Spooner as she now shares the
record for all-time goals scored at Ohio State (she’s tied with

former Buckeye Jeni Creary).t
First-year goaltender for the Huskies, Friend, managed to
ÅVQ[P\PMOIUM_Q\P[I^M[<PMOWIT\MVLMZNWZ\PM*]KSeyes, Chelsea Knapp, made 25 saves at Friday’s game.
Both teams had made 25 shots on the goal. Both also
went 0-5 with power plays.

Saturday’s Game
Within the opening period of Saturday’s game, the HusSQM[KIUMW]\[\ZWVOI[\PZMMOWIT[_MZM[KWZMLQV\PMÅZ[\
period.
;KWZQVOPMZÅZ[\OWITWN \PM[MI[WV[MVQWZ2IKTaV,IOOQ\
earned her third goal of her college career. Typically a deNMVLMZNWZ\PM\MIU,IOOQ\ÅTTMLQVI[INWZ_IZLNWZ;I\]Zday’s game as members of the women’s hockey team were

LI SHIN LOO / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Kylie Lane of SCSU has posted four points in 35
games for the Huskies this season. Huskies won
their second WCHA victory of the season Saturday.

6HHHockey / Page

Men’s basketball defeats
Augustana, Wayne State
Staff Report
SPORTS & FITNESS

PHOTO COURTESY OF HUSKY ATHLETICS

Aaryn Booker helped the Huskies in Saturday’s win.

Huskies have a
close win over
the weekend
Staff Report

18 total points, four assists
and one rebound.

SPORTS & FITNESS

The Husky Women’s
Basketball team had two
match-ups this week, pulling
away both a win and a loss.

Tuesday’s Game
vs. Wayne State
The Huskies were defeated by Wayne State on Jan.
I\0ITMVJMKS0ITT_Q\PI
ÅVIT[KWZMWN !X]\\QVO
them at 6-6 for the season.
)\\PMMVLWN \PMÅZ[\
period, Wayne State led
the Huskies 25-21. Unable
to close the gap, SCSU fell
short of the win by nine
points.
Leading the Huskies in
scoring was Sam Price, with
16 total points, two assists
and two rebounds.
+TIZM,]_MTQ][TML
Wayne State for scoring with

Saturday’s Game
vs. Upper Iowa
The Huskies played Upper Iowa State on Jan. 7 to
pick up a win. Finishing off
_Q\PIKTW[MOIUM\PMÅVIT
[KWZM_I[X]\\QVO\PM
Huskies’ season record to
7-6.
)\\PMMVLWN \PMÅZ[\
period, SCSU held the lead
_Q\P<PW]OP=XXMZ
1W_IIV[_MZMLJIKS_Q\P
XWQV\[IOIQV[\;+;=¼[
points in the second period,
the Huskies managed to
maintain the lead.
Leading the Huskies in
scoring was Jordi Gerking
with 15 total points, one assist and two rebounds.
Jeri Jacobson scored 16
total points, with two assists
and one rebound to lead Upper Iowa in scoring.

The Husky men’s basketball had
a successful start to the week with two
consecutive wins against Augustana
and Wayne State.

Monday’s Game vs.
Augustana
SCSU began their Monday night
game against the Augustana Vikings
with six unanswered points. SCSU
continued to push through with a 17-0
Z]V\PI\X]\\PM0][SQM[]X\WJa
the midpoint of the period. Augustana
matched the huskies shot-for-shot for
the rest of the half, but SCSU ended
\PMPITN ]XXWQV\[TMILI\
An early jump shot by junior forward Theo Rothstein set the tone for
the second half as the Huskies continued to pull ahead. With just under
Å^MUQV]\M[TMN\QV\PMOIUMIL]VS

by sophomore forward Kenquane
*ZW_VJZW]OP\;+;=\WITMILWN 
their biggest of the night. The Huskies
ÅVQ[PML[\ZWVO_Q\PIÅVIT[KWZMWN 
86-61.
The Huskies dominated the Vikings down low and outscored them
QV\PMXIQV\_Q\P\W)]O][\IVI¼[
points. SCSU also showed some good
XZWL]K\QWVNZWU\PMJMVKP[KWZQVO!
compared to the Vikings 27.
Shaun Jensen, a junior guard for
the Huskies, lead the team with 18
points and seven assists during his
!UQV]\M[WN XTIaQVO\QUM6W\NIZ
JMPQVL_I[ÅZ[\aMIZ0][SaNWZ_IZL
Connor Niehaus, who had 16 points
and two assists in his 22 minutes on the
court.

Tuesday’s Game vs.
Wayne State
SCSU won against the Wayne
;\I\M?QTLKI\[WV<]M[LIa_Q\PIÅVIT

[KWZMWN ;WXPWUWZMKMV\MZ<QU
Bergstraser led the Huskies with a total
WN XWQV\[L]ZQVOPQ[UQV]\M[WN 
playing time.
?IaVM;\I\M_I[\PMÅZ[\\MIUWV
\PMJWIZL_Q\PIJI[SM\JaR]VQWZ,IZren Moore. But the Huskies tied it up
almost immediately with a basket by
Bergstraser, and continued to steadily
pull ahead throughout the rest of the
half. The period ended with the Huskies up 28-21. SCSU also led in bench
XWQV\[_Q\P\W?IaVM;\I\M¼[\_W
The Huskies started the second
XMZQWLJaLW]JTQVO\PMQZTMIL\W
points.
After Wayne State cut that lead to
7 later in the half, the Huskies started
to pull away once again and ended
the game with their biggest lead of 17
points.
SCSU also held their lead in bench
points, with a total of 27 to Wayne
;\I\M¼[I\\PMMVLWN \PMOIUM

PHOTO COURTESY OF HUSKY ATHLETICS

Tim Bergstraser led in points with 17 in Tuesday’s
game against Wayne State. SCSU was able to come
out on top, winning 64-47.

PHOTO COURTESY OF HUSKY ATHLETICS

Theo Rothstein had a career-high four blocks Tuesday against Wayne State.

Like
sports?
The Chronicle is currently
looking for sports editors, writers and photographers.
6WRSE\RXURIÀFHLQ6WHZDUW+DOO
or email: associateeditor@universitychronicle.net
Ni`k\XYflkjgfikjXe[^\kgX`[]fi[f`e^`k%

